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     Release: October 7 
"Legacy" presents the musical result of the 

eventful careers of Thomas Rückert and 

Stephan Schulz, who together form the 

Berlin duo "Straight Towards". A life's work 

of modern songs, which still clearly show 

their influences from the synthpop and dark 

wave scene of the 80s. Stylistically an inno-

vative mixture of rock and classical elements 

paired with German and English lyrics and 

characterful vocals. 

Worked out and constantly further develop-

ed on a long journey through life, the titles 

now have the desired tonal maturity. Songs 

that get under your skin. Characterized by 

true experiences from different times and 

phases. This is about real life, love, hope, 

dreams and critical self-reflection. 

The monumental opening "Dark Thoughts in 

Red" surprises with an imaginatively told 

vampire story. "Day by Day" comes up with 

driving rhythms, a strong chorus and elec-

tronic tinkering. In the pieces "Schwerelos" 

and "Befreit" the rock guitars officially break 

the mold. The great hymn “Sonne und Re-

gen” forms a successful conclusion.  

Musicians:  

Thomas Rückert (Vocals, keys), Stephan 

Schulz (Vocals (“Angel´s Invitation”), guitars, 

piano, drums, bass guitar, programming), 

Saskia Simunek (Background vocals (“Dark 

Thoughts in Red”)) 

Album:  

Title: Legacy│TRT: 34:24 Minutes│Format: 

CD, DL & Stream│Genre: Rock, Pop, Wave 

Label: Stepsudio Records │ Distribution: Self 

Distribution (CD) & recordJET (Digital)│EAN: 

4260673693688 

 

Bio:  

Appropriately, their first exciting and 

groundbreaking encounter takes place on 

stage. The two original Berliners Tommy 

and Stephan perform in different bands at 

a concert in their youth and get to know 

each other that way. 

But then each of them goes his own way. 

Until two decades later, their paths cross 

again. In the meantime Tommy has ma-

tured as a singer and songwriter and 

Stephan implements his ambition to be-

come a professional musician and producer 

after a profound change in life. 

Now everything comes together. Tommy is 

almost inexhaustible in coming up with 

new song ideas and Stephan takes care of 

the perfect sound. So they create music 

together without detours through perfect 

complementation, which immediately and 

directly captivates you. Just “Straight To-

wards”.  
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